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Across

2. (ant) timely, convenient, opportune

6. After he left the group, it was clear 

he was a ____.

7. (def) marked by honor, courtesy, 

and courage

8. (syn) swing, shake

10. They ___ slowly because they did 

not want to walk through the door.

13. He was for sure a ___ when he 

reminded us to follow the rules

15. (syn) disorderly, riotous, violent

17. She proved to be a ___ when she 

started doing good to others.

18. (def) deprived of the necessities of 

life; lacking in

21. (syn) unbeatable, invincible

23. We could tell he was ___ when he 

stood in the corner and did not talk to 

anyone

27. Alex proved to be ___ when the 

teacher found test answers scribbled on 

his arm

29. (def) of great size

30. (def) to tear up by the roots; to 

destroy totally

Down

1. Being assigned partners in history 

made them realize how ___ they are, so 

they decided to hang out some time.

3. We ___ on our journey to the 

mountains.

4. (def) eating away gradually

5. (syn) old, feeble, worn-out

9. (ant) clumsy, awkward, bungling, 

inept

11. (def) considered beforehand, 

deliberately planned

12. (def) extremely severe or harmful 

in its effects

14. (def) genuine, sincere

16. (def) easily done or attained; 

superficial

19. There was a ___ of easter eggs, so 

we had to go to the store and buy more.

20. The options for the buffet were 

very ___ so it was difficult to decide 

what to eat

22. (def) a difference; a lack of 

agreement

24. (syn) roomy, spacious

25. (ant) harshness, cruelty, severity

26. (syn) strong dislike

28. (ant) happy, light, not depressing


